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Section A          (30) 

Answer the following (any three) 

1. Write a note on parts of speech. 

2. Illustrate in detail kinds of sentences with its definition. 

3. Write a speech on „life in a city‟. 

4. Narrate a story ending with a message „A stitch in time saves nine‟. 

5. Write a note on positive and Negative roles in a Group Discussion. 

Section B          (20) 

Answer the following (any four) 

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives. 

  Shimla is a ___ place. It is situated near a ___mountain. It is full of ___trees. It 

gets very ___in winter. But in summer it becomes___ and we can get to see ___flowers. 

2. Use the correct tense of the verbs: 

1) In a fit of anger she __ the letter.(Tear) 

2) I ____ tomorrow.(Start) 

3) He _____here every day.(come) 

4) They _____next week.(Leave) 

5) Birds _____nests in trees.(Build) 

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs: 

 While playing Sanjeev hurt himself_____. So he Started Crying ____.Hearing 

him cry his mother came out_____. She saw that his knee was bruised_____. She 

cleaned the wound _____put a bandage on his wound ____ and said, “There now! This 

will take away your pain____!”. 

4. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions: 

 We lived ___ the foot ___ a mountain ___ those days. There was a thick 

forest___ our house. It was full ____trees. ____ the month ____ the trees would be 

filled ____ lovely flowers. But alas! One day men came from city. They came ____ big 

machines and cut ____ so many trees. Today we live ____ an empty barren land. 

5. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles: 

1) He looks as old as ____ owl. 

2) I bought _____horse, ____Ox and _____buffalo. 

3) Honest men speak _____truth. 

4) English is ___ language of ____ people of England. 

5) I met him ____ year ago. 

6. Fill in the Comparative and Superlative forms of the adjectives. 

1) Old ____ ____  2) bad ____ ____ 3) Difficult ____ ____       

4) Large ____ ___      5) much ____ ____ 

 

 



Section C           

(A) Choose the appropriate ‘Pair Phrases’ to complete the sentences: (ins and outs, 

Cloak and dagger, spick and span, up and about, ups and downs, song and dance, 

collar and tie, pins and niddles,  sick and tired, bets and bobs)    

       (10) 

1. Love reading suspenseful ______ novels. 

2. When I Called the Computer Company all I got was a ______. The problem wasn‟t 

resolved. 

3. She is _____ of her boss. I think she is looking for a new job. 

4. As soon as you learn the ____ of the business, you will be very Successful. 

5. I keep all the ____ in that drawer. 

6. Don‟t worry. You will be _____ within 10 days. 

7. It‟s a formal dinner, very much a _____ affair. 

8. He likes to keep his house______. 

9. Of course all marriages have their ______, but they are worth the effort. 

10. I am sitting on ______ about this job interview next week. I am so nervous. 

 

(B) Fill in the blanks with the words given below. (Lazy, generous, optimistic, 

punctual, cheerful)         (10) 

1. A person who is happy to give and share _____. 

2. He hates to do any work _____. 

3. She is always here on time _____. 

4. He always thinks positively____. 

5. She is always happy and smiling _____. 

6. Give antonyms for the following words: 

Joy, pleasure, Ripe, virtue, Miser. 

__________________ 

 


